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THE GOSPEL
ACCORDING
TO AFRIKANS
When you get grown
and big enough to do
adult things, you have
to leave childish and
hip hopper things alone
and behind.
Entertainers and mass
media can’t be your
primary source of
information and
culture. Culture is what
you live by. Without
your culture, you are
like a fish out of water.
These intellectuals just
might bridge the gap
and make your culture
accessible. They ain’t
just all entertainment
and clowning. See for
yourself!
COOEPRATIVE
ECONOMICS
The Gospel According To
Chancellor Williams
“The economics of African life
was originally cooperative. Mutual

aid was, perhaps, the most
significant aspect of the culture.
Cooperative undertaking did not

WHO IS BLACK
The Gospel According To
Rosa Clemente
“Listen people: Being Black is not
just skin color, nor is it
synonymous with Black
Americans. To assert who I am is
the most liberating and
revolutionary thing I can ever do.
Being a Black Puerto Rican
encompasses me racially, ethically
and most importantly, gives me a
homeland to refer to.”

If you’re primary
source of info and
culture is entertainers,
we’re sorry, but you’ve
been knocked the
f@ck out!
stem from any ideology other than
common sense, for to them
cooperation was one of nature’s
more important schemes for
survival.”

BACK STABBERS
The Gospel According To
Booker T. Washington
“There is a certain class of raceproblem solvers who don’t want
the patient to get well, because as
long as the disease holds out they
have not only an easy means of
making a living, but also any easy
medium through which to make
themselves prominent before the
public.”

GAY IS UN-AFRICAN
The Gospel According To
Dr. John H. Clarke
“The ships brought no gays. They
brought all men with their
manhood, and women with their
womanhood, and men who knew
what to do with their manhood,
with no confusion. When Nature or
God or whoever you want to call it,
designed man and woman, he
purposefully designed them to go
together. He did not design man to
romance man. By design here's not
only a perfect fit with the lady, it is
a glorious fit. It is something that
should be approached with a
certain degree of sacredness in its
own time and in its own place. This
is why you cannot compare the
Afrikan attitude with the European
attitude; they are coming from
different cultural points of view.
The European living in various
climates and the Arab living in the
sand, made different uses of the
female and developed a different
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attitude for the female. Taken out
of the Afrikan environment and
placed in the European
environment, you may develop the
same traits of the European without
knowing that many of those traits
are about as UN-Afrikan as they
can be.”

CHRISTENDOM IS NOT
CHRISTIANITY
The Gospel According To
Dr. John H. Clarke
“Christianity had its early
development in Africa and in
Western Asia and the most tragic
thing that happened to Christianity
occurred when the Romans, who
had been burning people alive for
being Christians, became
Christians. When Christianity left
Africa and came to Europe it was
not Christianity any more but
Christendom.”

TEACH YOUR
CHILDREN
The Gospel According To
James Baldwin
“A child cannot be taught by
someone that despises him.”

BLACK FEMINIST

California, some 12-15,000 were
observed to be black."

PEOPLE OF GOOD
QUALITY

gradually brought under the control
of their captors and they become
imprisoned by the loss of the
consciousness (awareness) of
themselves.”

The Gospel According To

COWARDICE

Booker T. Washington

The Gospel According To

“Associate yourself with people of
good quality, for it is better to be
alone than in bad company.”

George Jackson

HONEYMOON
ROME & GREECE
The Gospel According To
Dr. Llaila O. Afrika
“Ancient homosexuals would
kidnap young boys/girls during full
moons and sodomize them as part
of mating with them as a lover.
This homosexual ritual was called a
"HONEYMOON.”

UNEDUCATED
EMOTIONAL NEGRO
The Gospel According To
Dr. Umar Abdullah-Johnson
“There is nothing more
detestable...than an uneducated,
emotional Negro with an opinion!”

The Gospel According To

NOT AFRICAN
RELIGIONS

Shahrazad Ali

The Gospel According To

“Black Feminists need to stop
asking what Black Power has done
for them and start asking
themselves what they can do to
make Black Families powerful
today.”

Dr. Umar Abdullah-Johnson

BLACKS & ABORTION

“No! Islam, Christianity & Judaism
are not Afrikan religions. Rather
they are religions that have
borrowed certain aspects &
principles of traditional Afrikan
Spirituality.”

The Gospel According To

HUMAN SLAVERY

Erma Clardy Craven

The Gospel According To

"Several years ago, when 17,000
aborted babies were found in a
dumpster outside a pathology
laboratory in Los, Angeles,

Dr. Na’im Akbar
“The process of human slavery is
ultimately a psychological process
by which the mind of a people is

“Patience has its limits. Take it too
far and its cowardice.”

THE AFRICAN MIND
The Gospel According To
Chinweizu Ibekwe
“The central objective in
decolonizing the African mind is to
overthrow the authority which alien
traditions exercise over the African.
This demands the dismantling of
white supremacist beliefs, and the
structures which uphold them, in
every area of African life. It must
be stressed, however, that
decolonization does not mean
ignorance of foreign traditions; it
simply means denial of their
authority and withdrawal of
allegiance from them.”

BUILD THE FUTURE
The Gospel According To
Bayyinah Bello
“I believe if one does not have a
good understanding of what has
happened in the past, then you are
not equipped to build the future.”

FEAR OF THEIR
MASTERS
The Gospel According To
Kenneth B. Clark
“The dark ghettoes are social,
political, educational and – above
all – economic colonies. Their
inhabitants are subject peoples,
victims of the greed, cruelty,
insensitivity, guilt and fear of their
masters.”
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THE POWERFUL MEDIA
The Gospel According To
Malcolm X
“The media's the most powerful
entity on earth. They have the
power to make the innocent guilty
and to make the guilty innocent,
and that's power. Because they
control the minds of the masses!”

BLACK FEMINIST
Chris Rock
“If you are a Black woman and a
feminist, you have a really short
memory. Thanks for helping the
white man destroy the Black
Panther Party.”

SURPRISED AT RACISM
Chris Rock
“I’m not surprise by racism. I’m
surprised by Black people who are
surprised at racism.”

THE PLAN
Mike Tyson
“Everyone has a plan ’till they get
punched in the mouth”

EUROPEANS PRACTICE
CHRISTENDOM
The Gospel According To
Dr. John H. Clarke
“Now there is a difference between
Christianity and Christendom.
Christianity is a religion,
Christendom is a political
instrument. All Christianity has

ever been to white people is a
political instrument. It has been the
political apparatus of their worldwide expansion and the rationale
for every crime that they ever
committed against anybody at any
time, including two World Wars.
Now, this religion is a stranger
among them because they lack the
temperament and the capacity to
practice it. The European could
neither practice Christianity nor the
commandments, "Thou shalt not
steal." he would have to return all
stolen property starting with us.
How could he possibly have built
capitalism, with three hundred
years' free labor, unless the
missionaries justified his action?
Christianity and democracy are two
things he could not afford to
practice, not even for twenty-four
hours, because he would have to
dismantle his entire society.”

IT”S NOT FOR US
The Gospel According To
Dr. John H. Clarke
"We hear people talking about
liberty and justice for all and we
grab a container; and go where all
is being given out, only to
understand that they wasn't talking
to us at all”

PRAY UNTIL YOU
FAINT
The Gospel According To
Fannie Lou Hamer
“You can pray until you faint, but
unless you get up and try to do
something, God is not going to put
it in your lap!”

NO BALANCE –
WESTERN RELIGIONS
The Gospel According To
Dr. Umar Abdullah-Johnson
“Balance between Masculine &
Feminine Principles of the
Almighty - None of these religions

revere the Great Cosmic Mother,
God is only seen as an archetype of
the chauvinistic male ego-driven
personality. He is jealous,
possessive & destructive like the
White man who "designed" him.”

STOP BLAMING YOUTH
The Gospel According To
Dr. Umar Abdullah-Johnson
“Stop blaming the youth for all of
the problems in our neighborhoods
and start looking at the society that
they live in. Look at the school
system, look at the media, look at
anything and everything that
touches their subconscious mind.
Start looking at yourself as a parent
and what you can do to raise your
children to be the best they can be.”

ON THE POTUS
The Gospel According To
Cynthia McKinney
“When a war-expanding President
is awarded the Nobel Peace Prize,
peace itself is in need of
redefinition. Only the forces of
death prosper when people believe
that 'war is peace, slavery is
freedom, ignorance is strength, and
lies are truth.”

WHAT IS
CONSCIOUSNESS
The Gospel According To
Professor James Small
“Conscious is being aware of one’s
surrounding, recognizing the
existence, truth or fact of
something; being aware of the very
moment, the very instant that you
are in; being aware of how you
affect the human social, political,
and natural ecology you are a part
of and how it affects you.
Consciousness is being informed
and instructed through your group’s
particular culture on the effects of
the varied ecologies on your
immediate and distant ancestors,
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and to be aware of their
interpretation of that experience.”

THE US NEGRO
The Gospel According To
Booty Adams
“The problem with the few
Negroes that are still left in the
United States is that he or she
doesn’t believe that Afrikan people
anywhere can be a free & sovereign
people. They only believe that all
Black people on the planet are the
property of the same masters that
they belong to or work for. If Black
people don’t speak their master’s
language properly, dress like their
master, name their children like
their master or obey their master’s
anti-Afrikan rules and regulations,
than there is something wrong with
these Afrikans. These remaining
Negroes may look like brothers and
sisters, but what comes out of their
mouths and their actions prove
them to be Negroes that have lost
their Afrikan mind!”

TWO AFRICAS
The Gospel According To
Dr. Ivan Van Sertima
“We were trained to despise
ourselves and all of Africa. We felt
that Africans were either primitive
or semi-primitive, that they had no
science and made no significant
contribution to civilization. We did
not realize that we were looking at
a looted Africa, a shattered Africa.
We did not realize that there were
two Africas, Africa before and after
the holocausts.”

MANY ARE RESENTFUL
The Gospel According To
Fattah Tiyee
“Being in positions of leadership
require tough skin. You face a lot
of backlash and pushback from
people who do not understand the
complexities that come with

leadership, especially when they
are under your command. They are
many who are resentful and
frustrated by your processes: that is
until they realize, sometimes too
late, that what you are doing will
lead to positive outcomes for all
involved, directly and indirectly.”

along with your children’s choices
or else you a bad parent. Huh?

White feminist got a place all
figured out for Black
feminist…The HELP!

If you want to hide something from
White people, just tell the truth.
They won’t hear about it, see it or
want to know about it. Most likely
they will ignore it, thinking their
government will destroy it or it will
sink back to the bottom.

The denial of racism is essential to
its maintenance.

Who will win Syria, with its boat

CRACK HEAD
NEWS
NOT BLACK OWNED
YOU THE BLAME
EDITION!
This is Crack head news. We
reserve the right to Crack on
any public azz or institution
filled with people with their
minds tied to their behinds
that we think needs cracking
on. Let the crackin’ begin!
Black GrapeVine news- It’s against
the law for employers to have two
separate unequal sets of rules—one
for African-Americans employees
and one for everybody else.

Soft Sheen, Afro Sheen and any
other kind of dark and lovely sheen
is not Black owned! We don’t care
how many beautiful, Black women
they put on the box to fake you out.
It’s not Black owned!

Your child’s lifestyle can hold you
hostage. Now days you have to go

loads of natural gas and be the
major supplier of natural gas for
Europe? Will it be Russia or the
United States? Russia is already the
major supplier of European natural
gas. If they lose Syria, at least 25%
of their GNP would collapse. Is it a
showdown or what?

Drones have been flying and
spying over U.S. cities since at
least 2006.

Anybody that can’t see colors in
people, like Black, White or
Brown, shouldn’t be able to see
red, white and blue either, but we
all know they are hypocrites. They
only see what is convenient for
them at the moment.

Gulf States could have clinical
screenings to 'detect' homosexuals
and stop them entering the country
Kuwait and other States could
conduct medical tests in an attempt
to “detect” homosexuals trying to
enter Gulf States.

We know people gonna crack on
us. Let the truth be told. They think
we are suppose to hold their hands
and help them raise their children,
while they speak on stoooopid shyt
and nobody would follow them
around the block, let alone into a
fight or a battle! Some lil bytches
can never be satisfied, but yap a
good game. It gets tiresome.
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Ain’t too much that is Black
owned. We blame that on you! You
got choices! You support who you
want to support. If you don’t
support your own, you are either a
hypocrite or a clown. They both
about the same, but now day’s
hypocrites are funnier than clowns!

Black GrapeVine news- Young
people are getting old fast! Soon
there will be more old people than
there are young people. Let’s just
hope that old people aren’t treated
as if they are useless.

The Nubian Times
Dirty South Black women they put
in them commercials!

Black GrapeVine news- there is no
conscious community outside of
your mind. If you waiting for
somebody or someone to lead you
to heaven, break you off or pay you
what you worth, you gonna have a
long wait! The battle still rages for
you to get control of your own
African mind.

serial killers, terrorist, ghosts,
zombies, vampires, werewolves,
mad dogs, bed bugs, rats, other
mutants, queers, the opposite sex
and their own government.
Whatever you do, keep away from
them unless out of necessity. You
have been fore warned!

What makes broke people think
they are going to tell rich people
how to spend their money?

Wigga news- Rumor has it that

There was no such thing as the Tea
Party until a Black Man became the
President of the United States! Go
figure!

second largest city in the U.S., is
proposing banning GMO’s. Only
believe it, when they do it.

North Korean scientist are making
and preparing to export highly
addictive crystal meth. The target
country is the U.S. of course. The
U.S. has the most Meth Heads.
Stay tuned!

Dumb shyt news- Now they got

Moor Black GrapeVine news-

dikes or studs or whatever, talking
about they want 2 or more wives.
They must have females that go for
that shyt, but it sounds ridiculous!
Give a simpleton an inch and they
gonna want somebody to give them
a mile, with heavy emphasis on
“GIVE”!

Black people, Africans, have been
fighting the Arabs for at least six
thousand years. The rein of Ramses
II (1303 BC) was filled with
numerous campaigns and battles
against Hittites, Shardana (Ionia,
Turkey), Syrians, Edom, Moab,
Jerusalem, Jericho, Hesbon,
Damascus, Kumidi, Upiand, and
Canaan. Don’t get it twisted!

Rumor has it that Los Angeles, the

The United States has 105 colleges
that are historically Black. About
15% of Black students attend
historically Black colleges! Right
now, most of these institutions
aren’t doing too well. Not even
those that have a predominantly
white staff. Go figure!

You Tube and Google are not

males have been hung!

Black owned. Your source of
information can be manipulated,
commercialized anytime somebody
feels like dropping a bomb on you.
You got no control! You can get a
million, billion hits, but it you can’t
coordinate movement, the only
thing you ever gonna be is angry!

Peru has moved past Columbia as

Church’s Chicken is not Black

In the past five years, 89 Black

the largest growers and producers
of cocaine on the planet. Colorless
people are still the largest
consumers and distributors from
both places.

Black GrapeVine news- Rumor has
it that President Obama is the first
bi-sexual President. If that’s true,
Michelle got something on her
hands. Who’s to blame, if there is
any blame? What say you?

Popeye’s Chicken is not Black
owned! I don’t care how many

The current education parameters
mean no thinking before you get a
job. You only can think once you
get a job and then, only how you
can make things better for your
host! The job is hosting your mind
at least 4 or 5 days a week, maybe
more!

Foot Locker is not Black owned!
No, Michael Jordan, LeBron, Kobe,
Dwight Howard, Paul Pierce, K.
Durant, D. Rose or Rajon Rondo
don’t own any Foot Lockers of
their own! You don’t either.

The U.S. veteran is becoming
obsolete and a distinct species. Too
many are homeless, unemployed
and stagnated by their own country.
They are the only people in the
U.S. that actually have much
experience, training and discipline
in war situations.

London and the City of London are

owned! We don’t care how many
Church buses and Church vans pull
up to the front door and pack those
places. It ain’t Black owned Lady!

not the same place. London is a
metropolis of 8 million people. The

Systemic lupus has become almost

Poor people are easily controlled

as rampant as multiple sclerosis,
especially with Diet Coke and Diet
Pepsi drinkers. They both contain
aspartame.

Wigga news- White people are
going missing left and right. They
are under attack by aliens, demons,

Def Jam Records is not Black
owned!
when they lack self esteem and
think throwing their money around
is going to give them self-respect.
Then you find your self-esteem in a
bottle, a pipe, a designer hand bag,
a pair of sneakers or a pair of high
heels. Dam Shawty, get a grip,
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before somebody run a con game
on you!

Moor Wigga news- White people
will accept maybe one or two
Blacks in a situation, but the
minute you get up to six or seven,
than White people will start
implementing some kind of
restraints on Black admission,
behavior, thus limiting Black
progress or success. Take a look
around!

Black scientist believe that about
2/3 of the White population have
absolutely nothing to do with the
Original Stock of Human beings,
also known as Black people. They
do not descend from us and are not
the same species/race as us. These
people are artificial creations from
genetic experiments and can trace
their lineage back to Neanderthals
and the Rhesus Monkey. They are
parasites by nature.

Arabs have a nasty and long
history of castrating Black men and
turning them into eunuchs.

In the United States, more Black
children and unborn Black children
are being killed by abortions than
are being murdered in the mean,
drug ridden streets of the urban
ghetto. This could be considered
Black on Black violence too!

It is possible to have sex and babies
with a different species and with
animals. Protect yourself at all
times!

Servitude is not slavery. Only
Europeans and Arabs shackled
people. Africans had no use for
ships that carried hundreds of
people.

Black people are not monolithic.
Negro “Leadership” has to figure
out how to keep White people in
power and keep Black people
skating on thin ice and out of
power at the same time. It takes a
lot of brainpower to keep Black
people only in pursuit of health,
happiness and justice.

In 2011 in the Americas, there
were more cases of Whites killing
Whites than there were cases of
Black killing Blacks.

According to the Bureau of Justice
Statistics, there were about
1,570,000 inmates in state and
federal prisons in 2012.

Essence Magazine is not Black
owned! We don’t care what
fashions and shoes they advertise.
The magazine ain’t Black owned
and neither are 99% of the
companies that advertise in it.

Black feminists and Black males
seem to forget that women’s
liberation was meant for White
women. Now White women have
big plans for the plantation and the
Black worker consumers. White
girlz is pimps too, and they just
love to pimp Black feminist and
Black males. Keep an eye out. A
liberated White women will be
coming to a ‘hood near you, tryin’
to get their pockets fat. Could it be
your family reunion? Could it be
your Stone Soul Picnic? Could it be
all up in the club? Could it be for a
Presidential campaign? White girlz
is pimps too Shorty! They want to
pimp and take advantage of White
privilege in a racist society just like
White boys do. Can you dig it?

Women have to be protected from
being stoned, raped, beheaded,
burned at the stake, enslaved,
kidnapped, bombed, snatched, beat
down, groped, robbed, molested ,
yoked and gang banged. Men just
have to be protected from women
and their wants. Yelp! You still in
Crack Head news!
Black people in America are
fearful of making White people
uncomfortable, because they are
dependent on them for jobs and
perhaps even life, in their current
situation! No lie, no lie, no lie! You
can especially see that in ministers
and entertainers eyes. Boom!

Moor Wigga news- Hate groups
have a rise in their recruiting and
game playing when Democrats are
in office. When there are
Republicans in office, there is a rise
in the “actions’ of hate groups!

There are over 300 differing
version of the Christian Bible holy
book.

You cannot judge a male or female
whore by what they look like, but
you can judge their actions. They
usually leave semen and body
fluids all over the place. Most
whores do not commit to anything.

What kind of people were in
Sodom and Gomorrah? They look
and act anything like you or you
think they were somebody else.
Whatever the case, for
participating, accepting, being one
with and not putting an end to the
bull shyt, they weren’t saved and
they weren’t forgiven. Ain’t that
how the story goes or you got
another one?

KEN NORTON LIVES,
DENMARK VESEY
LIVES, KOFI AWOONOR
LIVES, HERMAN
WALLACE LIVES, JEAN
JACQUES DESSALINES
LIVES, DOBIE GRAY
LIVES, JESSICA
HUNTLEY LIVES, HENRI
CHRISTOPHE LIVES,
BILLY SAUNDERS
LIVES, JOSH MARKS
LIVES, L.C.
GREENWOOD LIVES,
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GABRIEL PROSSER
LIVES and DR. C.
WOLDE KYTE LIVES!
Moor Black GrapeVine newsArabs started attacking and
enslaving Africans long before
either the Bible or Quran were
copied, stolen or plagiarized from
Africans. Some Black scientists say
that these Arabs were almost
entirely Arabized Africans.

Too many Black people in the

The Nubian Times
Moor Wigga news- There are

If you know your worth, why you

rumors going around that the
American Psychiatric Association
wants to classify pedophilia as a
sexual orientation or preference
instead of a disorder. We now can
look for the acronym PLGBT for
Pedophiles, Lesbians, Gays,
Bisexuals and Transvestites.
President Obama has opened
Pandora’s Box. The flood gates are
opening and the bullies are doing
their thang!

settle for such a low paying job for
your valuable time?

United States don’t want their
children to be colored.

McDonald’s is not Black owned!
You may rent a franchise, but you
best do as you are told and return to
Mc Caesar that which is Mc
Caesars’!

Most feminist reporters want to
make news, not report the news.

Homosexuality is illegal in 78
countries across the world and is
still punishable by death in five
countries, which include Iran and
Yemen and Saudi Arabia.

One minute a fool is trick or
treating, the next minute they
yapping about their Lord and who
is denying their lord and dumb shyt
like that. White people don’t have
enough medication to cure this, so
they just let them share in their
rituals, as long as they have faith in
them.

The Obama Effect- White
President Obama was elected to
office, boat loads of White people
went out and purchased guns, more
guns and lots of bullets.
don’t give a rat’s azz about Black
people…who gives a f@ck who
you get with! Just don’t expect
anybody to appreciate or bend over
backwards for your worst of both
worlds’ baby goats!

a gossiping lil bytch. He always
gotta run and tell something or start
some shyt!

there are two stocks/races/species
of human beings: the original
Black, melanated stock and the
artificial, pale, sulfuric, parasitic
group. All other types of people
arose from mixtures between the
Original and Artificial Stock and
certain climatic catastrophes, the
biggest one being the Lunar Earth
Mars Catastrophe.

Negroes have an old saying,
"Ni99ers ain't shyt!" If ni99ers
know that they ain't shyt, anybody
that closely resembles them,
couldn't be shyt either! Huh?

Black men and Black women that

Why 50 Cent always gotta be like

Some Black scientists believe that

Moor Black GrapeVine news-

There has been a 400% increase in

GOVERNMENT SHUT
DOWN? NOT BLACK
OWNED!
Who the U.S. gotta bomb so I can
get my check? Homey don’t play
that!

If you got females having sex or
whatever with other females posing
or play acting as males, what would
make anybody think females won’t
have sex with males, knowing they
are homosexuals or bi? Its call low
down!

Who wants to have sex with a
person that has screwed a million
people? Are you crazy? Protect
yourself at all times and don’t do
nothing stupid! You big dummy!

Rich people think they have earned
their Welfare checks, entitlement
pay offs, bail outs and funding.

Europeans usually have a 2 hour
window to “harvest” body parts.
Do you know where your children
are?

allergies since GMO’s were
introduced.

Capitalism means taking money
from people who work hard and
giving it to people that don’t!

Make it plain news- Babies making
babies means no parents! Some
imaginations just don’t need
stretching!

TV One is not Black owned! I
don’t care how many Cosby reruns
you wanna see. It ain’t Black!

Black people working in a white
supremacy system only appear to
be inferior. Oppression can make
people look crazy.

Stupid news- Black people in the
United States are afraid to practice
group economics because they are
afraid of being called racist. No
other group on the planet is that
stoooopid!

Jimmy Jazz is not Black owned! I
don’t care how many pairs of shoes
you got under ya bed and in ya
closet! I know you in the closet
with them shoes Yo!
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Wheat or White Flour – 10 lbs – It
would be best to store both for
variety.

African people still do not

forced to choose between
Christianity and Islam.

The George Forman Grill is not

Rice – 20 lbs – White rice has a
longer shelf life than brown rice.
But, both are best.

Black owned! You can bake all the
chicken you want, but that won’t
make it Black owned!

Beans – 20 lbs – For larger
quantities, pinto beans are
recommended.

More Black GrapeVine news-

Sugar – 5 lbs – Granulated sugar
stores quite well if sealed tightly.

If a computerized drone weighs a
situation as a major problem, many
have been programmed to fire on
targets by themselves. Remote
control is super ceded!

Black people are the only people in
America that will give up
everything and everybody just to
have one Black player on any white
team.

Knowledge and understanding and
no thoughts of taking power is
equal to powerlessness on many
fronts. Especially when you still
participate in their rituals.

Salt – 2 lbs – This is a multipurpose
product for emergency preppers.
Cooking Oil – 1 gallon
Powdered Milk – 5 lbs
Baking Soda – 1 lb
Baking Powder – 1 lb
Yeast – 5 lbs

New York Fried Chicken is not
Black owned! The chickens don’t
even come from New York!

A Black face on a box doesn’t
equate to ownership people. Aunt
Jemima Pancakes is not Black
owned. I don’t care if she looks
like your Momma or not! It ain’t
Black!

BLACK
FACTS

10 Food Storage
Essentials
Anonymous Submission

The list below contains 10
essential foods you should include
in your food storage. Our
calculations are based on the needs
of one person, for six months.
These products can be purchased at
your local supermarket. All of them
can have a very long shelf life, as
long as they’re stored properly.

Modern African people are being

Counterfeit spirits appeared
amongst Black people before the
rising of Atlantis.

The sun sits in melanin gas.
The right eye of Heru is male, the
left eye of Heru is female and the
middle eye of Heru is the child
(Pineal Gland), which is life, the
source of both the other two eyes,
for we all begin life as a child.

The Left Eye of Heru, the feminine
pathway, explores the human
nature of emotions and feeling,
both positive and negative, sexual
energy and birthing, death, certain
psychic energy, and everything that
is not logical.

The pyramids were not built by
slave labor, but by skilled teams of
workers.

Afrikans on the continent as well
as in the Americas, are in record
numbers falling into mind control
programs, adopting European
religions as a source of escape from
the reality of White Supremacy.

Uncle Ben’s Rice is not Black
owned. I don’t care if you look like
Uncle Ben, Aunt Jemima, the Buck
Wheat Pancake boy or look like
rice, it ain’t Black owned Shawty!

understand the European mentality.

All knowledge is rooted in reality

In the U.S., African-Americans
receive more degrees in computer
science than Asians do.

By nature, if you invite Afrikan
women to a fight, they will be
there.

The Black slave trade was the
greatest wealth building tool in
human history.

Brazil’s government made a
decision to import 4,000 Cuban
doctors to fill critical positions in
places where there is no public or
private health care.

Afrikan ancestors speak to you and
through you.

Roughly 10 percent of the Peruvian
population is Black.
When the Arabs and Moors lost
Andalusia (Spain) in 1492 A.D. to
the Catholic Europeans, they and
the European Muslims (Moriscos)
were expelled (kicked out). These
Muslims could not settle in
Morocco so they crossed the
Sahara and waged war against the
African Western Empire of Mali.

Afrikan dress is a language. To
people that don’t know language,
it’s only a design or fashion.
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African continent was nonChristian. Christianity only became
the majority religion in Africa in
1980.

wrestling and punching techniques
were found in ancient Egypt
(Kemet). These warrior scientists
laid the foundation for all martial
arts systems.

Spaniards, Portuguese, Greeks,

Israel gets more aid from the West

Italians and other Southern
Europeans were occupied by the
Moors, Numidians, Phoenicians,
and other African Groups in
ancient times.

than all the African nations put
together.

In the year 1900, 91% of the

Afrikans in America have done
more than survived. They have
prevailed.

Borinken is the indigenous name of
the island of Puerto Rico.

According to the UN census, 10
percent of Uruguay (190,000
people) are Black.

Africa is the most exploited
continent on the planet.

There was an attempted
assassination of Martin Luther
King on September 20, 1958 by
Izola Ware Curry, a Black woman.

There are about 60 million Blacks
in the United States, especially
when you add the 10 million people
of Afrikan descent who come from
lands that were conquered by
Spanish Europeans.

The Human Race is the Original
Melanated Black man and Black
woman. The original Black people
are carbon based beings. All other
people derive from this original
stock. All other people are subraces of this original stock. Still,
everything that walks on two feet
cannot be called human.

African women do more with their

To conscious Black people who
have lifted their vibrations, mind,
soul and spirit are reality.

During the Trans-Sahara Slave
Trade, from the 8th to the 18th
century, Arabs enslaved Africans in
vast numbers. They castrated many
of the male soldiers that tried to
protect the Mother Land and turned
them into servants (eunuchs).
Thousands were turned into an
army of enslaved Arabized
Africans.

WHO’S GOT
THE
DRUGS?
Submitted by Divine1on1

Drugs are owned, controlled,
distributed and promoted by white,
multi-national corporations.
Anybody ever heard of a drug
store? Ever been to a pharmacy?
You own one? Are you high?
Sugar is a drug!
Salt is a drug!
Nicotine is a drug!
Viagra contains drugs!

hair, heads and minds than women
of any other culture do.

Alcoholic beverages contain drugs!

The martial arts originated in

Cold pills contain drugs!

Afrika. Afrikans discovered very
early that the movements of
animals could be used to develop
their fighting skills. The oldest
records of kicking, throwing,

Cough syrups contain drugs!

Pain killers contain drugs!
Preservatives contain drugs!
Blunts contain drugs!

Some of the most dangerous and
additive drugs are legal already.
The Food & Drug administration
just says you need money or a
doctor’s prescription to get a fix.
Drugs do not heal; they just get rid
of the symptoms of dis-ease and
shut down the body mechanisms
that alert you that something is
wrong. Drugs give the illusion that
something else will take care of
your problems, but the problems or
dis-ease don’t go away like that!
Sooner or later, you must get your
act together boo!
A drug addict can work on a job.
They are just considered a
functional drug addict. The boss
doesn’t care as long as they do their
job and the drug doesn’t hinder
their performance, but they still a
junkie..
If all the Yo boys and Yo girls are
chased off the corners and all the
crack houses are closed down, there
would still be a drug problem. Too
many people need drugs/ narcotics
to help them to pursue happiness.
Peeps sniffing glue and paint are
looking for a high. Peeps looking in
your medicine cabinet are looking
for drugs. Peeps drinking martinis
and sipping on champagne be
feelin’ no pain. People having sex
want drugs and people who would
like to have sex, but aren’t feelin’
it, want drugs! Drugs have always
been around, but never has the
pursuit of drugs and getting a “high
on” been so prevalent on this
planet. Doin’ drugs and drug doers
are out of control. Better yet, they
are under control!
National chain stores like CVS,
Revco, Rite Aid, Wal-Mart, KMart, Wal Greens and Mr. Bo Bo’s
cut-rates are distributing drugs for
commercial drug companies.
Drugs are owned, controlled,
distributed and promoted by white,
multi-national corporations. Mess
with their turf and they will do a
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“fly by” and shoot up everybody in
your hood or country.

EUROPEAN
FACTS

Korea, occupied by Japan for

3) Coca-Cola

thirty-five years, was liberated
from Japan after World War II and
divided into North Korea, a
socialist dictatorship, part of the
Soviet sphere of influence, and
South Korea, a right-wing
dictatorship, in the American
sphere.

4) I.B.M

When White males get in trouble,

any time they feel like it.

White females attack.

White people do not give up wealth
and power because of truth.

Dick Cheney’s company,

(SUBURBAN MYTHS?)
Believe it or not!
When Europeans destroy
something created by Nature, they
call it progress.

The U.S. has about 35 million
empty houses!

Nature has chosen Caucasoids for
extinction. They are at zero
population growth. They have more
people dying than they have being
born.

Over 3,000 U.S. prisoners are
locked up for life without parole for
non violent crimes.

On the plantations of early
America, slave owners would often
rent out the female and male slaves
for sexual purposes. Owning slaves
could be very profitable in so many
ways.

America is officially a country of
whores!
Britain outlawed the slave trade in
1807, but its legacy remains.

In 2013, the Huffington Post
reports that there are more
Americans in jail than in numerous
professions, such as high school
teachers, engineers, construction
workers, nursing assistants, social
workers and physicians/surgeons.

5) Microsoft

The U.S. government made $51
billion in 2013 from student loan
interest profits.

White people use the word nigger

Halliburton, made $39 billion from
the Iraq war.

To color-less people, spirit and

In the United States, 44% of

Caucasians have no interest in

homeless people are employed.

doing away with narcotics.

The Europeans that descend from

Europeans call the gun the “Great

the original Black people have
selenium based melanin. The
artificial ones have sulfuric based
melanin.

Equalizer”!

Europeans did not invent, create or

Britain has already paid

pioneer any culture or civilization.
They just inherited it.

The top 1% of Americans owns

soul are not a part of reality.

In the United States, 44% of
homeless people are employed.
compensation over the abolition of
the slave trade once — but to slave
owners, not their victims.

Going into the new millennium,

The United States uses
sophisticated mind control
techniques on its citizens to make
its corporate rule more secure.

Switzerland had the highest number
of drug addicts in the world.

Europeans usually have a 2 hour

more wealth than the bottom 90%
combined.

The U.S. government does not
have enough resources to search for
or keep track of White people that
turn up missing in forests and
wooded, government national
parks! Most European controlled
strongholds have the same
problem.

Maryland passed a law in 1723
providing for cutting off the ears of
Blacks who struck Whites, and
that for certain serious crimes,
slaves should be hanged and the
body quartered and exposed.

Most valuable brands in the
European world:
1) Apple
2) Google

window to “harvest” body parts.

Something must die for Caucasians
to live. They live on the blood of
dead animals. It is the blood that
has them hooked. The blood is
addictive and exhilarating. That is
what an animal wants first and
foremost. The BLOOD!

ALL DVD’S ARE
STILL HALF
PRICED AT THE
SITE.
SEE YA!
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